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Abstract - Let { X , }  - PO, 0 E -1 C I R k .  Rissanen 
has shown that there exist universal noiseless codes 
for {A-,} with per-letter rate redundancy as low as 
, where n is the blocklength and IC is the num- 
ber of source parameters. We derive an analogous 
result for universal quantization: for any given La- 
grange multiplier X > o, there exist universal fixed- 
rate and variable-rate quantizers with per-letter La- 
grangian redundancy (i.e., distortion redundancy plus 
X times the rate redundancy) as low as A$?. 
k u  
Let {X,} be a stationary ergodic random process over al- 
phabet X with process measure p ~ ,  6' E A C Rk, and let C" = 
p" o Q" be a length-n quantizer with encoder a" : X" - S 
and decoder p" : S - y".  where S = {SI.. . . , s ~ }  & {0,1}* 
is some binary prefix code and y is the reproduction alphabet. 
Let d ( x " ,  y") = c, d ( z , ,  y z )  be a single-letter fidelity criterion 
and let Is1 denote the length of the binary string s. The n th  
order operational distortion-rate function for {X,} is defined 
where the infimum is over either fixed-rate or variable-rate 
quantizers with blocklength n,  as appropriate. The  support 
functional of B,e" ( R )  is defined 
where X > 0 is a Lagrange multiplier. 
We show that there exists a universal sequence of fixed- 
rate or variable-rate quantizers {Cn} such that the per-letter 
Lagrangian 
1 1 
& ( A ,  C")  = -Eed(X",  C " ( X " ) )  + X-Eela"(X")I 
n n 
converges to  the support functional ,f,g(X) as A $ ?  for every 
8 E A ELk. To be precise, assume that for every 0,  A, and 
n, Lg(X) is achieved by some C", say C?,,. Then define 
AT(OlI8) = &(A,  C$,x) - Li (X)  
to be the divergence between the Lagrangian performance of 
the quantizer matched to  6 and the quantizer matched to  0,  
with respect to  8. We have the following: 
Theorem 1 Let 11 be a subset of IRk (bounded zf we are con- 
szderzng fixed-rate codzng but posszbly unbounded otherwzse). 
Suppose that  for each 0,  A, and  It there exzsts a code C tx  
achaevzng the support functzonal  ,kz(X), Suppose also tha t  
the correspondzng dzvergence AY(Oll8) 2s locally quadratzc such 
tha t  for each 0 and X there exzsts anezghborhood Se,x of  0 and 
a constant  me such tha t  A;(OllO) 5 me xll0 - 0112 for all 
6 E Se,x and f o r  all n .  T h e n  for  each X there exzsts a weakly 
m i n i m a x  unzversal sequence of codes {C"}  such tha t  for all 8 
If  A 2s bounded, and Se,x and mo,x do n o t  depend on 0 ,  t hen  
nei ther  does CO,)., and the sequence { C n }  2s strongly m i n i m a x  
unzversal. 
Proof: Fix A. Construct 6" = ,Bn o an as follows. For 
each n >_ 1, partition IRk into a grid of hypercubes {AT : i = 
1 , 2 , .  . .} each wit,h side l / [n l / ' l ,  such that {A: : z = 1 , 2 , .  . .} 
refines {A: : j =: 1 , 2 , .  . .}. For each hypercube AT tha t  inter- 
sects A,  choose a representative &' E A: n 11 and its match- 
ing quantizer C'r = C;:,,. Then define the encoder a" to 
map z n  to the stxing s = s ~ s ~ l s ~ '  where s l  represents the unit 
hypercube A: containing A:, (which can be a fixed-length 
string if A is bounded), si' represents the hypercube A: in- 
dexed within A: (which is a fixed-length string with length 
10g[n'/'1~)), and si'' is the string a: ( zn )  representing Z" us- 
ing the quantizer Cp. The  decoder maps s to  the reproduction 
yn = /3p(s/I'). The  index i is chosen to  minimize the instan- 
taneous Lagrangian d ( z " ,  C,"(x"))  + Xlsis/Is:" l~ Thus 
d ( z " ,  ~ " ( 2 " ) )  1- ~Ia" ( z" ) l  = min d ( z n ,  C:(zn))  + Xls:s: 'a:(z") l  
1 
5 d ( z " ,  C F ( x " ) )  + x ls ;s ;a ,n(z") l  
for any particul.ar j .  Let j be the index of the cell AY con- 
taining 0.  Then1 dividing by n,  taking expectations, and sub- 
tracting eg(X) !  we have 
for some constant b e .  BY assumption, A?(O~@)  5 me,x118-6112 
for all 6 in a neighborhood Se,x of 8. Since 8) -+ 0 with 
110 - 6,"llz 5 k / n ,  there exists a constant ae ,x  such that 
A;($ll6Y) 5 a e , x k / n  for all n. Thus the theorem is proved 
with ce,x = 2ae,x/X + 2 b e / k .  
A simple example of a source satisfying the conditions 
of the theorem is the following. Let Z l , Z z , .  . . be an ar- 
bitrary real-valued stationary ergodic process with mean 0 
and variance I ,  and let X, = aZ,  + p .  Then with 6' = 
(,u,g) E A C IR2, under the squared-error distortion mea- 
sure and fixed-rate quantization of {X%}, for all A, n,  0,  and 
6, A;(0ll6) 5 110 -ell'. Hence for any stationary source with 
unknown mean and variance in a bounded set, there exists a 
strongly minimax universal sequence of fixed-rate quantizers 
for which the n th  order Lagrangian redundancy is at  most 
X(k/Z)(log n + c ) / n ,  where k = 2. 
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